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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems have been successful in several do-
mains, such as E-Commerce and Web personalization. But
the traditional user-based collaborative filtering (CF) ap-
proaches existing for building recommender systems have
shown some fundamental problems, such as sparsity and
scalability. Recently, item-based CF algorithms have been
presented to deal with the scalability problems associated
with user-based CF approaches. However, item-based CF
algorithms still suffer from the data sparsity problems. This
paper presents a different view of integrating Influence Sets
into the recommendation process, which is a hot topic in
information retrieval system. RIS, a novel item-based CF
approach, combines the effects of k nearest neighbors with
reverse k′ nearest neighbors for a target item to enhance the
density of information. Moreover, new prediction generation
methods are defined for this new recommendation mecha-
nism. Our experimental results show that RIS can achieve
better prediction accuracies than traditional item-based CF
algorithm and alleviate the dataset sparsity problem effec-
tively.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—
Data Mining ; I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning
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1. INTRODUCTION
The amount of information in WWW continues to grow at
an amazing rate day by day, increasing far more quickly
than our ability to process it. All of us have known the
feeling of being overwhelmed by the number of news, adver-
tisements and all kinds of products for sale in E-commerce
sites. So it is necessary to find technologies that can dra-
matically reduce the useless information and help us to find
the information which is most valuable to us.

Recommender systems were introduced as a computer-based
intelligent technique to deal with the problem of information
overload. They can be utilized to efficiently provide per-
sonalized services in most E-Commerce domains, benefiting
both the customer and the merchant. One of the most pop-
ular such technologies is Collaborative Filtering (CF). The
task of collaborative filtering is to predict the preference
value of a particular user (the active user) on a particular,
yet to be rated or visited, item; or to recommend the top
N items in which the user may be interested in, based on
a database of user votes for the products (or items) on the
site. The intuition behind this model is that the active user
will prefer those products (or items) that other like-minded
users prefer.

The standard collaborative filtering algorithm is refereed as
User-based Collaborative Filtering because it focuses on com-
paring the correlations or similarities among users. This
algorithm performs memory-based kNN (k Nearest Neigh-
bors) search to find the k most similar users for the active
user, and formulates a prediction by combining the prefer-
ences of these neighbors. User-based collaborative filtering
recommendation systems has been very successful in both
research and practice of E-commerce applications. However,
there remain important research questions in overcoming
some major well-known limitations [1]: sparsity, scalability
and new item problems.

Firstly, as the number of items in the database increases,
the density of each user record with respect to these items
will decrease. But no recommendation for an item can be of-
fered until someone has rated it. Furthermore, if the number
of users who have rated items is relatively small compared
to the number of items in the database, it is likely that
there won’t be significant similarity between users. Then
the user-based CF algorithm will product less reliable rec-
ommendations. That is the sparsity problem of user-based
CF approach.



Secondly, user-based CF systems suffer from the scalability.
Because of the memory-based kNN approach which should
be performed as an on-line process to find the k most sim-
ilar neighbors of the active user, the inevitably increasing
number of users and items will result in increasing compu-
tational cost of determining user to user correlation in real
time. For very large data sets this may lead to unacceptable
latency for generating recommendations.

Finally, the recommendation process relies on the existing
user rating records on items, thus the user-based CF al-
gorithm can’t provide recommendations for new or recently
added items because of lacking enough visited or rated records
by a sufficient number of users. This is generally referred to
as the ”new item problem”.

Item-based Collaborative Filtering algorithm has been designed
to deal with the scalability problems associated with tradi-
tional user-based CF model [3]. Instead of computing users’
similarity by their ratings of items, item-based CF works by
finding the relationships between items based on their pat-
tern of ratings across users. In other words, item-based CF
algorithm generates recommendation by finding items that
are similar to other items the user has liked. Because the
relationships between items are relatively static and in the
smaller number than users, item-based CF algorithms can
not only provide the same quality predictions as the user-
based algorithms but also produce predictions in a faster
on-line process.

Unfortunately, item-based CF algorithm still suffers from
the problems associated with data sparsity, and it still lack
the ability to provide recommendations for newly added
items. To deal with these two problems, we introduce a
novel item-based CF approach, RIS, based on the concept
of Influence Sets which is a hot topic in information re-
trieval systems [4]. RIS combines the effects of k nearest
neighbors with reverse k′ nearest neighbors for a target item
to enhance the density of database to generate predictions.
Moreover, new prediction generation formulas are defined
for this new recommendation mechanism. Our experimental
results show that RIS can achieve better prediction accuracy
than traditional item-based CF approach and alleviate the
dataset sparsity problem effectively.

2. ITEM-BASED COLLABORATIVE FILTER-
ING

User transaction database in typical collaborative filtering
scenario includes a list of m users U = {u1, u2, ..., um}, a
list of n items I = {i1, i2, ...in}, and a mapping between
user-item pairs representing as a m × n ratings matrix M
(Table. 1).

Table 1: m× n user-item ratings matrix
i1 . . . ik . . . in

u1 W1,1 . . . W1,k . . . /
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uj Wj,1 . . . / . . . Wj,n

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
um / . . . Wm,k . . . Wm,n

For each user uj ∈ U , there is a set of rated items Iuj ⊆ I,

and the entry Wj,k represents the weight (or rating) of uj

on item ik. In CF case, the users’ interests or preferences
are explicitly reflected by this ratings matrix M . If user uj

have no ratings for any items, then Iuj = ∅.

2.1 Similarity of Items
Generally, there are three measures to find similar items in
the above ratings matrix M [6]. To compute the similarity
of two items ip and iq, first of all, we must find out all the
users who have rated both of them, denoted as U ′.

The most common approach to compute similarity between
items ip and iq is using the Standard Cosine value of the
angle between these two weight vectors (column vectors in
the ratings matrix M).

sim(ip, iq) =

P
uk∈U′ Wk,p ×Wk,qqP

uk∈U′ (Wk,p)2 ×
qP

uk∈U′ (Wk,q)2
(1)

where Wk,p and Wk,q represent the ratings of user uk on
items ip and iq respectively.

Another promising measure known as Adjusted Cosine Sim-
ilarity is introduced to offset the difference in rating scales
(derived from the variances in user ratings styles). Each rat-
ing given by user uk must minus the mean of all his ratings
to overcome his bias before it is be taken into account.

sim(ip, iq) =

P
uk∈U′ (Wk,p −Wk)(Wk,q −Wk)

qP
uk∈U′ (Wk,p −Wk)2

qP
uk∈U′ (Wk,q −Wk)2

(2)

where Wk stands for the average rating of user uk on all
items.

Similarity of items also can be calculated by the Pearsons
correlation coefficient defined below:

sim(ip, iq) =

P
uk∈U′ (Wk,p −Wp)(Wk,q −Wq)

qP
uk∈U′ (Wk,p −Wp)2

qP
uk∈U′ (Wk,q −Wq)2

(3)

where Wp and Wq are the average rating values on items ip
and iq, respectively.

2.2 Recommendations Generation
The important step of item-based collaborative filtering rec-
ommendation approaches is to generate high quality predic-
tions for target item it. Item-based CF approaches use the
above defined similarity measures as the distance formulas
of k nearest neighbor query algorithm and perform kNN
query to find the k most similar items for computing the
probable ratings Wa,t of it as the opinion values provided
by the active user ua.

Wa,t =

kP
j=1

(Wa,j × sim(ij , it))

kP
j=1

sim(ij , it)

(4)



where Wa,j represents the ratings of user ua on items ij and
sim(ij , it) is the similarity of items ij and it.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON IN-
FLUENCE SETS

Item-based CF algorithms still suffer from the problems as-
sociated with data sparsity, and they still lack the ability to
provide recommendations or predictions for new or recently
added items. The bottleneck is derived from lacking enough
information of items. So it is urgent to provide the proba-
bility for seamlessly incorporating other sources of evidence
about items (in addition to item ratings or weights). In the
traditional item-based collaborative filtering recommenda-
tion approaches, only the k nearest neighbors of item it will
be utilized to produce the predictions. In this paper, we
present an item-based CF recommendation algorithm RIS,
integrating the concept of influence set to perform the pre-
dictions computations. RIS combines the effects of k nearest
neighbors with reverse k′ nearest neighbor for a target item
it, using the item set which take it as their k′ nearest neigh-
bors to enhance the density of information. Moreover, a
new predictions computation method is defined for this new
recommendation mechanism.

3.1 The Concept of Influence Set
This notion of the influence set of a data point on the data-
base arises in examples such as finding the set of customers
affected by the opening of a new bank branch, or deciding
the service scope managed by a certain call center, or deter-
mining the mobile users receive the signals from the given
base station, etc. To find the influence set of a given data
point q is to retrieve all the data points that have q as one of
their k nearest neighbors in a data set [4]. It is the reverse
version of k nearest neighbors query problem, so known as
the reverse k′ nearest neighbor problem.

In what follows, suppose we have a data set S in d dimen-
sional space and a point q /∈ S. D(p, q) is the distance metric
of two points p and q and has different meanings in different
applications. For example, distance is the Euclidean dis-
tance in the spatial datasets while it means the similarity
between items p and q in our case. Formally,

RkNN(q) = {p ∈ S|q ∈ kNN(p)}

Notice k nearest neighbors and reverse k nearest neighbors
are not symmetric. That is, p ∈ kNN(q) ; p ∈ RkNN(q)
and vice versa.

According to the definition 1 and 2, 2NN(q) = {s, t}, R2NN(q) =
{r, s, t, u}. So RkNN(q) may be empty, or have k or more
than k elements.

3.2 Finding The Influence Relationships among
Items

Suppose there are 4 items in the example database. For each
item in the database, item-based CF approaches find the k
nearest neighbor among the columns of matrix M and store
the results as a similarity table (2).

Figure 1: 2NN and R2NN examples
(An arrow from point i to point j indicates that j is

nearest neighbors of i)

Table 2: Item Similarity Table
k = 1 k = 2 k = 3

i1 i2 i3 i4
i2 i1 i3 i4
i3 i2 i1 i4
i4 i2 i1 i3

As can be seen from Table 2, for item i2 and k = 1, NN(i2) =
{i1} while RNN(i2) = {i1, i3, i4}, then |NN(i2)| = 1 but
|RNN(i2)| = 3. It proves that influence set of item really
enhances the density of item’s information. In particular,
if target user ua has no ratings for all k nearest neighbors
of some item (such as i2), then the traditional item-based
CF approaches which rely on the k nearest neighbors cannot
produce prediction ratings for this item, shown as Table (3)
and Figure (2).

Table 3: If ua has no ratings for all k nearest
neighbors of i2, then traditional item-based CF ap-
proaches cannot produce prediction ratings for i2.

i1 i2 i3 i4
u2 - ? 4 5

In this case, if we consider using the influence set of i2,
recommendation systems can acquire necessary information
from i3 and i4 to compute the prediction value of i2.

Actually, the relationships among items are very important
information source for recommendation systems. For exam-
ple, the appearance of mobile phones with camera certainly
will influence the prices and sales of those without cam-
era. In essential, item-based CF approach utilizes these re-
lationships (find the k most influential items for target item
it). But we think the traditional CF approaches are mono-
directional because they ignore target item also has influence
for other items. So we take the mutual effects among items
into account, combining the effects of k nearest neighbors
with reverse k′ nearest neighbors of target item it to gener-
ate prediction.

3.3 Predictions Based on Influence Sets
For active user ua and target item it /∈ Iua which have not
yet been visited or rated by ua, RIS integrates the effects
of k nearest neighbors with reverse k′ nearest neighbors of
item it to generate prediction Pa,it for ua on it. We derive
two different algorithms named RIS1 and RIS2 by defining
two different prediction generation formulas.
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Figure 2: i2 lacks necessary ratings for its neighbors

• RIS1:

Wa,t =

P
ij∈kNN(it)

(Wa,j × sim(ij , it))

P
ij∈kNN(it)

sim(ij , it) +
P

ij′∈Rk′NN(it)

sim(ij′ , it)

+

P
ij′∈Rk′NN(it)

(Wa,j′ × sim(ij′ , it))

P
ij∈kNN(it)

sim(ij , it) +
P

ij′∈Rk′NN(it)

sim(ij′ , it)

(5)

where Wa,t represents the ratings of user ua on items it and
sim(ij , it) is the similarity of items ij and it. Both kNN(it)
and Rk′NN(it) are taken into account.

• RIS2:

Wa,t = α ·

P
ij∈kNN(it)

(Wa,j × sim(ij , it))

P
ij∈kNN(it)

sim(ij , it)

+ (1− α) ·

P
ij′∈Rk′NN(it)

(Wa,j′ × sim(ij′ , it))

P
ij′∈Rk′NN(it)

sim(ij′ , it)

(6)

where α is a parameter for controlling the effect of influence
sets by adjusting the proportion of influence sets in the whole
neighbors space. If α = 1, predictions are totally computed
by k nearest neighbor. If α = 0, predictions are totally
computed by reverse k nearest neighbor. α ranges between
0 and 1.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PER-
FORMANCE STUDY

In this section we experimentally evaluate the performance
of our RIS recommendation algorithm and compare it against
the performance of the traditional item-based recommenda-
tion algorithm who just use the k nearest neighbors for pre-
diction. All experiments were performed on a Pentium 4
@ CPU 1.7GHz running Linux Red Hat 9, with 528MB of
main memory and 15GB of disk.

4.1 Data Sets
In our experiments we have used the publicly available Movie-
Lens 100K dataset from the MovieLens recommendation

systems (www.movielens.org)[5]. Each user in this dataset
have rated at least 20 movies. The dataset from this sys-
tem contains over 100,000 ratings which were given by 943
users on 1682 movies using a 1(bad)-5(excellent) numerical
scale and then it was converted into a user-movie matrix R
that had 943 rows and 1682 columns. In our experiment, we
divide the dataset into a training set and a test set. So we in-
troduce a variable called x that determines what percentage
of data is used as training and test sets. In our experiment,
we assign x = 0.8 indicate 80% of the data would be used as
training set and 20% of the data would be used as test set.

On the other hand, to evaluate the sparsity level of the
dataset, we use a factor named Ψ which is defined as,

Ψ = 1− {r ∈ R|r 6= 0}
|R|

In our dataset, Ψ = 1 − 100,000
943×1682

= 0.93695. This value in-
dicates the sparsity level of our dataset is high. And our ex-
perimental results will show that the influence sets of items
can alleviate the dataset sparsity problem effectively.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
There are several types of measures for evaluating the qual-
ity of a recommendation system [2]. In our experiments,
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is adapted as the accuracy
metrics by comparing the numerical predictions and the ac-
tual user ratings. MAE is a measure of the deviation of
recommendations from their true user-specified ratings. For-
mally,

MAE =

PN
t=1 |pt − rt|

N

where pt is the prediction of user u on item it and rt is the
actual rating. N is the total number of items. Note that the
lower the MAE, the more accurately the recommendation
algorithm predicts user ratings.

4.3 Comparison of Similarity Measure Method
There are three different similarity measure methods known
as Standard Cosine, Adjusted Cosine and Correlation in the
traditional item-based CF approaches described in Section
2.1. Firstly, we evaluate these three methods and Figure 3
shows the experimental results.

As can be seen, standard cosine similarity computation achieves
best accuracy as the MAE is significantly lower than other
methods. Hence we select standard cosine similarity for the
rest of our experiments.

4.4 Sensitivity ofkNN/RkNN Ratio
The purpose of the experiments in this subsection are to
prove the effect of influence sets and evaluate the sensitivity
of kNN/RkNN ratio in prediction computation.

Firstly, we generate two predictions on the dataset respec-
tively, one totally based on kNN (named P kNN) and the
other totally based on RkNN (named P RkNN). Our results
are shown in Figure (4).



Figure 3: Comparison of similarity measure meth-
ods
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Figure 4: Comparison of P kNN and P RkNN

We observe that P kNN achieves better accuracy than P RkNN
when the number of neighbor is less than 40 but once the
number of neighbor increases, the situation reverses. To
evaluate the effect of influence sets, we introduce a vari-
able α (in Formula (3)) that determines what percentage of
RkNN is used to generate prediction. A value of α = 0.7
would indicate that 70% k nearest neighbors and 30% re-
verse k′ nearest neighbors were used to generate prediction.
When α = 1, predictions are totally computed by k nearest
neighbor, which is the same with Formula (1) in Section 2.2.
When α = 0, predictions are totally computed by reverse k′

nearest neighbor. α ranges between 0 and 1. We carried out
another experiment where we varied the value of α from 0
to 1 in an increment of 0.1. In this experiment, we take 50
as the number of neighbor, which is the value making the
MAE lowest in the first experiment. Figure 5 shows the
plots at different α values.

From the curves, we select α = 0.5 as an optimum value for
our subsequent experiments.

4.5 Quality Experiments
Once we obtain the optimal values of the parameters α , we
compare both of two different RIS approaches defined in Sec-
tion 3.3 with the traditional item-based algorithm (P kNN).
The results are shown in Figure 6.

It can be observed from the plots that the MAE values get
better as we combine the effect of influence sets into the

Figure 5: Sensitivity of kNN/RkNN Ratio
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Figure 6: Comparison of prediction quality of RIS
and item-based CF algorithms

prediction computation. So RIS can achieve better recom-
mendation quality.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Recommender system is a computer-based intelligent tech-
nology which can help us to make decisions about a partic-
ular product (or a movie). But the traditional user-based
collaborative filtering (CF) approaches existing for build-
ing recommender systems have shown some fundamental
problems, such as sparsity and scalability, which restrict its
performance and quality. In this paper we extended the
item-based collaborative filtering framework by integrating
the influence sets into the recommendation process based
on information retrieval techniques. We introduce a novel
item-based CF approach RIS, which combines the effects of
k nearest neighbor with reverse k′ nearest neighbors for a
target item to enhance the density of information. More-
over, new prediction generation method are defined for this
new recommendation mechanism. Our experimental results
show that this novel item-based CF approach improves the
prediction accuracies while maintaining the computational
advantages of item-based CF and can alleviate the data
sparsity in the user-item mappings effectively. Furthermore,
due to the model-based approach, our approach still has the
capability to deal with ”new item problems” based on full
integration of domain ontologies and usage patterns.
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